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SUMMARY

'_°"'_" 'Experimental and analytical results are tz-esented which show the effect of floor placement on the

structural response and strength of circular fuselage flames co nsmicted.of graphi .te-epo.xy composite
material. The research was conducted to study the behavi.o r of conventionally designed advanced composite
aircraft components. To achieve ..desired new designs which _te improved energy absorption
_capabilities requires an understanding of how these conventional designs behave under crash type loadings.

Data are presented on the static behavior., of the composite smzctum through photographs of the frame
specimen, experimental strain distributions, and through analytical data from composite sBuctu_ models.
An understanding of this behavior can aid the dynamist in predicting the crash behavior of these structures

and may assist the designer in achieving improved designs for energy absorption and crash behavior of
future structures.

INTRODUCTION

The Landing and Impact Dynamics Branch of NASA Langley Resem_ Center has been involved in

crash dynamics research since the early 1970's. For the first 10 yea_. the emphasis of the research was on
metal aircraft structures for both the Oeneral Aviation Crash _ Program (R1-13) and the Controlled
Impact Demonstration (CID) Program, a transport aircraft _ which culminated in the controlled crash
test of a Boeing 720 aircraft in 1984 (R14-16). Subsequent to the transport work, the emphasis has been on

composite structures. Currently, eff.o_ in crash dynamics resear_ are being directed in three areas: (1)

developing a data base for understanding the behavior, responses, failure.mechanisms, and general loads
associated with the composite material systems under crash type loadings; (2) analytical studies/development
relative to composite structures; and (3) full-scale tests of metal and composite structures to verify
performance of structural concepts.

Considerable research has been conducted into determining the enexgy absorptioncharacteristics of
composites (R17-20) which indicated that composite structures, if properly designed, can absorb more

energy than comparable aluminum s_. Because of the brittle nature of the composites, however,
attention must be given to designs which will take advantage of their powerful ener_y absorbin_ material
properties while providing desired structural integrity when the mmtmsites are fabncated into atrcraft

structural elements and substructures. To achieve the desired new designs requires an understanding of
how the more conventional designs behave under crash loadings,

The purpose_of this paper is to present experimental and analytical data from a study of the effect of
floor placement on the structural response and strength of coaventio_liy desisned circular fuselage frames

.¢_.nstmcted of graphite.ep?_x T mmpmite material. Response of _ composite fuselage flame mmctme_ for
different floor locations is illustrated through photographs, e_ntal results, and through analytical data
from finite clement structural models. The determination of the effect of the floor location on the structural

response of fuselage frames will aid in the understanding and _ of full-scale subfloor or fuselage
response to crash loading. Consequenfly,data from the present study are also compared to experimental
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dynamicstrainmcssurementson two _y tested compomte subfloorstmcmres (R21o22). Ufilizin 8
such dam to gain an undms_tmg of the _ behavior of _r _ may lead to
improved designs for better energy absorption under crash loading conditions.

TEST SPI_IMEHS

I,, Jo, C- and Z-crom s_doM are often used for _ _ in m_. aircraft and hav© also

be_ _ for_ _,¢r_ _ _ oftheir_ emeien_.Seve_c_'nl_
.f_m_.w_the_ _ (Vl)wm _ for_ mm=,_r_.with az _n
_..frame (R23) _ that f_Im'c of ._e anb_ _ __ wN_by a

_ty o_test/n8andanalyziu8thesectmn.Consequently, a3.5inchwideskinmmdal was addedto
theI-,J-,andC-frameconceptswhichincreased_e _ stiffnessofthecnms-sec_asandlimited
out-of:pLanerotatiomanddc_0madom, asdoes.theactualskin_ inafmelap structure.1"aeakin,
a [:e45/0P3012slay-upsixteenply (.08inches)thick,was cocured with the6 foot"diameterframes. Lay-up

of the frame was [_L51_:45/90/03] s . Both the skin and the frame were fabricated with AS4/$208

8raph/te-epoxy material. Only the l-fi'amc is used in the study reported in this paper.

TEST APPARATUS AND PR_

to F2. _ a _ set-up of a _ fuse .l_c I-frame'ma !20 000-1bf_ _ prior
a,.q_ml- ._ test. A s_zel I_ wl _ _horizontally scrota the compos_ frm_ at the d/ameter

posmon m s/mulm_ the floor. The ho_ floor _ wcrc _ by the included ansic
memmecl between the ends of the floor attachments about the center of curvatm¢ of the frame. For

example, the frame with the floor at the _r is designated the 189' floor since the arc is 180" between

.;.s_.,___._ m am r_.lowerpm oflbeloadmach/ne.Specialclamps(SeeF2(d))we_ used

_.een .theclamp and _ _ to e_ po_dble.motion in the joint. As showq m F2(b) and 2(c),
aomuonal team .w_ _ wherem the _ location was _ to _mduce 120 °, and 90' arcs. In

_ t_. _wss_atarate ofS001bf/minute up_Ya maximum of I000 Ibf. Upto 64
ot su'a_ (for me lSW floor) as well as vertical load and,

meof8_ " ' • . vertic_d/s?lacee_mwe_er_cardedata
.... (-..m_ test win. 16 mmplcs/a_) usm_ a PC-based data _ sysSem. I)etails of

strata _ lay outs _ me compomte I-frame.are .s_vn in F3 and TI. A co_ software
was utittzea to condition, convert data to engngegmg units, filter, and process the data for display.-

ANALYSIS TOOLS

_cr_c_" To.gain. an _ of .t_ physics _ behavior, the experimental _ of smmmres under
,_;___ b_.._.._ or_._ _,,_.,= _b_.
vanom nnne cw_,nt codes wince nave cal_mues for handling dynamic, larse d_q_zmeat, non-

ar response problenm of metal and comp(mite structures were used as tools in the _ efforts.

DYCAST Computer Code

.1"neanal_y_cal_resultspresen_l in.thispaper were generatedwilha nonl/nearfiniteelement

_c_le call_l. DYCAS T 0).Ynanuc C_ NA_ _dS_t_ 0_) _by Gnmm_
consi_ of _ th__! . b_. cl_ ls_s_
.... ( ) _sm _ roac_acnt..wi_a_. __'_ o_y;(2)umm.UJmmaim_bcme_m_

_z _ __ ._ _'_ of._m_ _ .withaxial,two.h_r,_ andtwo
.bend_ _ (3).'.m_c _d o_ me.mbrane skin _ wi_ membrane _ (4)

_auon_.or _m ._ _._ that_ _w_h__._ _,_or
moment-rotauon motes (ptece-wtse linear). The spring element can be etther elastic or dissipating. The
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springsareusefulto modelcrushbehaviorof componentsfor wh/chdamareavailableand/orwhose
behaviormaybe too complex or _ consuming to model o.the__ co_te beams,
composite plate and curved shell elements were not available m thelYt'cAsr element l_rary at the time of

this study.

In the present study two different analytical models, both with straight beam elements, were used
for predicting response of the comte fuselage I-frame. One model designated as the compound beam
was somewhat more detailed than the second simpler I-beam element model. F4 illustrates cross-
sectional details of each of the two analytical model formulations.

_.- Since the skin portion of the fuselage frame had a different lay-up and hence
had a different stiffness from the 1-frame, a compound beam approach was used to represent the fn_ne in

modeling the composite fuselage structure. In the compound _ model.(See F4(a)), the I portion of the
frame was modeled using a straight l-be_n.. (ISEC) with appropriate material properties; whereas, the 0.08
inch thick skin was modeled with the solid rectangular beam (S.I_ with appropriate but different
material properties. The program allows these two different _ .to.be combined to act as a unit
where specified geometry loca.tes, grid points, shear centers and centmid points at the appropriate location
in the cross-section of the combmatiun. A total of 78 elements (39 I-beam and 39 rectangular beam

elements_ were used in the model of the 180" fuselage fnune..S.ymn_, try. about the ground contact point
was use¢, thus only half of the 180 ° flame segment had to be discretized in the model. For the other floor
positions, the model was reduced by the appropriate number of elements to relXesent the shorter frame
segments.

I-Beam Model.- In the case of the I-beam model (See F4(b)), the combination of skin and I-frame were

modeled with only, l-beam elements. Since the skin lay-up _ less stiffness than the lay-up of the I-
frame, the skin vodth was reduced by the ratio of the computed _of the skin to the I-frame. As
a result, the 3.5 inch skin width was reduced to approximately the m 2.5 inch width as the bottom

flange of the I-frame itself. Thus, the resulting model consisted of strai_t ISEC elements wherein the
bottom flange and skin were combined to be 0.16 inches in thickness with only the material properties of

the I-frame being used in the model. _y half as many l-beam elements were needed as for a comparable
compound beam model. The a_. yti_. _results of the two different models are compared to each other and
to the experimental data in the following section.

RF__ULTS AND DISCUSSION

F5-9 present results from studies with composite fuselage frames under static loadings for
different floor locations. Analytical results are compared to the experimental behavior of the composite
frame stmctt_. The behavior of these standard frames with different floor locations under the same

loading condition is considered as a first step in the design ptocem of new frame structures for improving
energy absorption and crash behavior.

.- F5(a) presents a typical static strain distribution from tests of the composite l-fJame

study with a simulated floor fabricated from a steel I_ located at the 180 ° floor
position. Strain as a function of the c/rcumferential position m degrees is plotted for the outer skin, the

center of the web, and the inner _ of the l-frame under a load of 1000 Ibf. It should be noted that the
outer skin exhibits a distn'bution which resembles a "sea gull" shape, This shape occurs because of the
maximum compressive strain is at the contact region of the bottom of the frame with the platen (0 °

position), and two tensile strain maximums occur at -,-60 ° from the contact region. Strain in the web and
mner flange is reversed relative to the skin. Near the contact region the strain is tensile and is higher in
magnitude than the c_ pressive strain in the skin.

A com_ iM the strain dism]mtions in the outer skin of the mmposite I-frame for the 180 °, the
120 ° and 900 floors are presented in F5(b). The strain distributions for the 120 ° and 90* floor positions are
similar to the 180" floor results. The constraint of the floor for the 90" and 120" has compressed the "sea
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s_ain"straind_tra,eeoe_.pe_ _ _ m lensth,_=_ _ _ _m hastbe_em
attheO"coum_reSienand_ _ atsymmeeic,_ Addieemlly,far_:given

100olbf toedthemasnitudeof the_ _ _ _.ad _ (aotshown)forezchof tbelowerfloor
positions was less than the 180 ° floo.r. _ strains are lower because the bending moments are decreased
and the effective.__ structural stiffness m increased as the sUucttnl frame arc length is decreased for the
lower floor pmttmns.

Staticanalyticalstudies.- To analyticallydenmmtratethebehaviorofthe_ame,sunderload,two DYCAST
finite elen_nt .nmdels wct_ _ to _yzc the franc behavior. _ f_une model was loaded at tbe
top node and a simulated ground _ modeled by _ound contm:t springs resisted the vertical movement of
the fimnc durin8 load _tion, _ condidom were _ aithe bottom node of the model to
account for the _ simati_.th_,, oal7 halfthe.frmne_Io be modeled. The top node was
initially _ to allow only _ dtq_iaeement shnulalin8 the effect of a very stiff floor across the
frame diameter. The static analytical load wds increased lincarly to 1000 Ibf in 50 pound increments.

_valuationof the_ m_un._ on the_u_ for_ x8oonoorpamionshownin
Fa(a)_ • _ ____ _; (a)mas_um stmUm_ _ looo n,ftoadw_

45-55fromthebottom..e_,:t_ ¢b)_ _.oe_ _ _ _ •.x_a,i_the_
gull"shapeasmeasuredm the__ (c)_ inverted_rential straindist_utionswere
notedforthecenteroftheweb and fat"the_ flange,oftheframeasou:urr_ intheexperiment.

 mw th the  trib tion.wi.'th
bo, L Asm,ybe,,ot 

model.resultsare_ tothe_..,mue,uti_, however,_ positionof themaximumsuainat
appmx_rnately :L-45° m lower than the _tal maximum which occurs at a.plzroximately x-60°. As a

• t_.lel _ of__ set-up _ __ slmmauon was made. It was

noted that experimental bout,. _do not ph_yMcaH__y_ the _ to be ap_li.ed through the
sneercenterof _ compositeI-frame._ _ models,however,thcloadwasbein8appli_
through the shear center. Consequently, _ model was altered to allow in-plane rotation at the loading point
and a load with an off-set (load and moment) was applied at the top node point. The off-set distance was
varied from 1 to 3 inches.

The effects of the boundary (p'mned and clamped) and load application _ on the pred_icted
stra..indistribution _th tbe I-beam model are shown in F6(c). A comparison of the _ytic_. cases
"_mdicatesa_.su__b_r "aleffect of.the new load introduction and bo_ _ on thc behavior pattcrns of
me strainod_tn-tmtion. The major_effect o.n the distn_ution .is the shift of the/q)pcr maximum strain locations
from._5 toap_. _.xmtcly_g)o,ant to_ _ magmtudeof _ strainth/oushoutancirmmfcrcn_
locations. An anal ytic_, case was also conductcd with tbe load applied through the shear ccntcr where there
wasnoot_-setandm-planerotationwasallowedat_ loadpoint.As showninF6(¢),allowingthe
r_otatio_l degrcc-of-frcedmn at .thepinned end load point produccd the largest effect in the analytical results.
._s prevmnsly noted, two analytical models were formulated _ the study, the compound beam and the I-
oeam models. F6(d) presents a typical co_n of the predicted strain distributions with
me two models (off-set = 3 inches) with the experimental outer skin distribution. _ts of the two
analytical models are essentially.the samewith some small differences in the magnitude of the strain at the
maximum compressive and tensile strain locations. The I-beam model_appears to asree better with the
experimental results. 'I'nerefore, far _ of computations, thc remamder of the analytical results presented
in the paper are from the simpler I-beam analytical model.

.Once ti_...cffcct of the _ _ boundary application was established, more co_c
com._ns ox.me c__ztal _ __ reatdts were made. For example, FT(a) to 7(c) present
,yp_cm ocomlm__ _, of the _ _ of strain with _ e._p_rim_tal _ for the 180 °,
the 120, and the 90 ° floor pomtmns, _y. The agreement in t_ magnitudes of the analytical and
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In addition to thecircumferential_ distributions, cmapadlt_B were alto made, Its showa in

_, be_n thepre_ct_d_ ,_ whichis_ em_--e_=eon _ the_ dm1so.floor,sm_ on_ m_r_wge,thecenu_of_ w_ J U_outer skin at threecimanfmentlal
locations of 7.5 °, 17.5 °, and 37.5 ° are presented. It may be noted, that the analytical and expedmontal radial

distributions are in excellent agreement for all three _erential positions.
.

Comperimn of Frame Behavior w_th Subfloom

The determination of the eff.e_.,of the floor location on the mucamd _ of _ flames has
aidedintheunderstandingand in'edictingoffull-scalesubfloororfuselage_ to_ I_.mdi_.For
example, Fg(a)shows two compositesubfloorspecimens,skeletonand skinned,(SeeR21-22)which were
statically and dynamically tested. Fg(b) shows a comparison of the .normalized _tal dynamic strain
distribution on the flange of the skeleton subfloor _the _ location _ to the flange position
of the skinned composite subfloor specimens wi_ .theanalytical I-frmestraifi d the-[nesent study. The
results from the simple frame show a strong similarity to the teapome of the more _ subfloom
s_s. The strueturesshareincomnamtbegcnerallyelrculir.orcy_shape, the vertical loadin8 _
situations, and under vertical loads have strain (_nomont) distributions which have n_tztmums at the point of
loading and at approximately x45" to _60", depend/rig on boundary emdhim_ aro_d_ _uum_fence
f_romthe ground contact point. Analytical restdts show the same _tim with maximums
to the experimental locations. Failures of the subfloor structures 1_ere noted between these same 45 °-to 60 °
circumferential locations in the dynamic tests (See R21).

Lessons Relearned

Often efforts can be diverted to the wrong area when poor correlation is _ in an initi_.
compare....nofexperimentaldamwith,nalye__ Sevendimportant_ bothezperimen_y
and analytically, were relearned m the current studies which _ be emphnized wheu _ and
t_t_ bothcom_ite_d met__,_ The.teuu._: O)_bo._y _ _p--

aredifficult m realstructures,(2)systemaucvanatmm or mea_t_yti¢lamped, a or impesaible to achieve .
cal .b.ouzd.ary.and load applkation should be e_ mrefully to assem _ _ and cffecm on

the.co_lauoo_or toany.l_. _ chan_ of._._. _t___ or_._ _ 0).__.
and analytical personne_ snomo couaborate ctesely m mc_ ChOre, tscm 8 rennmz_ ot men lemons can help
dynamists _ a better u_le_ of what to.e.g, f_om..st_h _ in _ situa_.ons, .
aria can gmue analysts to tormumte adequate anal_ models for_ _ respon_ unoer crash
loadings. The latter task is a di£ficolt one for compomte stmctu_ as well as for metal

CONCLXP_iNG REMARKS AND OBSBRVATIONS

Some unique stmco_ behavior results from the _ _th mmpmite airar_ fumela_ frames
have been presented and discussed _ analytical results have been ineluded to help explain th behavior
noted. From the observations made m the present study, the following conclusions are made:

(f_am1) The effects on the response of the composite frame from chan0ng the floor _ in the composite
e were: (a) m alter the magnitude of the strain (moment) but nbt the mmmon, _ 'sea gufl" shape

of the distn'oution under verticil _ to) to mnsnln the _'sea _ _ strain _ to
occur in the fxame segmem below the floor attachment loeatie_ and (c) to mctease the effective global
structural stiffness of the frame as arc length of the fi_une was dec_ea_.

>

(2) Correct simulationl of the experimental boundary/load _ to the frame was efltieal in obtaining
good correlation between the anilytical and experimental results.

(3) Analytical finite element models of the frame predicted the ckcumfearonflal and radial main magnitudes
and distribution.
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(4)Correlationof,,n_.__ _ ¢_uib.tions_ floor_ _dthecompositex-
frame indicated that the behavior of the simpler stmctut_ embodied the behavior of the more coml_x
structuralmmpemn_

future designs for energy _t in a crash _mtion.

(e)Impormttes.B _ ._m.d.inthe[rmmmdywm that(a).m_ boend_,co_i""t_ snehu
fully _ taroditriou_lt _ _. m_ tn m,i _ Co)symoomic vmmiom of tile

personnelshouldcollaboratecloselyinmetrc--orm.
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Figure 1.- Typical cross-sections of composite fuselage frame concepts.
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(a) 180 ° floor position.
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Figure 5.- Typical experimental strain distributions on composite l-frame.
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Figure 8.- Typical experimental and analytical radial strain distributions on I-frame with floor location at 180°.
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Figure 9.- Typical composite smactural specimens.
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TABLE 1.-8_dN GAGE LOCATIONS FOR _'_

SG# (:OMMB4TRI INCHES
361

2 36 12.8 7.85
3 36 17.5 11
4 36 22.5 14.1
5 36 27.5 17.3
6 36 32.6 20.4
7 36 37.5 23.6
8 36 42.5 26.7
9 36 50 31.4

10 35
3611

5$
65

I_ INCHES
4.71

34.6
40.8

1 2 36 72.5 45.5
13 36 80 50.3
1 4 36 -7.5 -4.71
15 36 -17.6 -1 1
16 36 -27.5 -17.3
1 7 36 -37.5 -23.6
18 36 -50 -31.4
1 9 36 -65 -40.8

20 36 -80 -§0.3
21

7.535
22
23 4.71
24 36 12.5 7.85
25 35 0 0
26 36 7.5 4.5
2 7 34.5 12.5 7.5
28 34.5 17.5 10.5
29 34.5 22.5 13.5

3.0 34.5 27.5 16.6
31 34.5 32.6 19.6
32 34.5 37.5 22.6
33 34.5 42.6 25.6
34 34.5 50 30.1
35 34.5 -7.5 -4.5
36 34.5 ol 7.5 -10.5
37 34.5 -27.5 -16.6
38 34.5 -7.6 -4.5

b I INCHES
{5/3)

(5/e)
(5/3)
(5/5)

(s/e)
(s/o)
(5/5)
(5se)
(5se)
(s/s)
(s/s)
(5se)
(5/5)
(5/5)
(5/5)
(5/5)
(5/5)
(5/5)
(5/5)
(5/5)

-(5/5)
-(_)

(3/3)
(s/e)
(s/e)
(s/e)
(3/5)
(3/5)
(s/e)
(s/e)
(3/0)
(3/e)
(s/e)
(3/3)
(3/3}
-(s/e)

42143144
45

BTB Wl#1
DTB Wig2

39 BTB W/#26

40 BTB W1#26
41 BTB W/#27

35.26 0
35.25 4.67.5

46 35.25 17.6 10.8 0
47 35.25 27.6 t6.9 0
48 35.26 37.6 23.1 0
49 35.25 50 30.8 0
50 35.25 -7.6 -4.6 0

5! -17.6 -10.8
-o.42-1562

36,26
35

53 36 -30 -18.85

54 34.5 - 1 5 -9.03
55 34.5 -30 -18.06

-16

-30

-9.23
-18.46

35.2556

(5/3)
{5/3}
(sis}
(3/3)

0
57 35.25

_/CLWEB

4.57
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